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How do I program several SIWAREX WP351 in one project ?
The WP351 configuration package include several ready for use example projects for
one WP351 used with Secure Display, S7-1500 and S7-300 CPU. The projects are
available for different TIA Portal versions.
This TIA Portal ready for use projects have been developed in order to connect several
scales to a 1500-CPU or 1200-CPU which is connected to a panel, it has been
developed for use with TIA Portal V15.1 and newer.
Classic CPU’s S7-300, S7-400 and ET200S are not supported in the project

Follow this procedure to handle the project:

1. Add the Siwarex WP351 in the HW configuration and note the numbers and names of
the HW identifier.

2. Open the "interface" DB and expand the array length. Set the array length to the
number of Siwarex WP351 in your HW configuration. Pay attention the value is
calculated with a zero offset (if there is one WP351 the value is 0..0, if there is 5 WP351
the value is 0..4) – remember to compile the block.

3. Open the FB "WP351_Multi_call"and the expand the array length of "Interface",
"WP351_instance" and "WP351_Startup_Instance".
Set the array length according the number of Siwarex WP351 in your HW configuration.
Pay attention the value is calculated as a zero offset (if there is one WP351 the value is
0..0, if there is 5 WP351 the value is 0..4) – Recompile first the FB “WP351” and then
compile the block FB "WP351_Multi_call".

4. Copy network 1 in the FB "WP351_Multi_call" and past it in so you have a network for
every array element. In the pasted network changes the number in [0] to the array
number E.g. [1]

5. Assign the right HW_ID to the WP351_Multi_Call block. It is convenient with drag &
drop.

6. In OB30 copy network 1 and past it in so you have a network for every array element. In
the pasted network changes the number in [0] to the array number E.g. [1] - remember
to compile and download HW and SW to the PLC.

7. In the HMI Editor copy and paste the HMI tag table “00_Siwarex_WP351". Rename the
new tag table to “01_Siwarex_WP351”, “02_Siwarex_WP351” etc.

8. Open the tag table “01_Siwarex_WP351”, “02_Siwarex_WP351” etc. and use “Task” to
find and replace tag names and PLC tags

9. Tidy up the tag names, use the function “find and replace” to update the tag names.
{0}(1) in {1}, {0}(2) in {2} etc.

10. Copy or insert new Faceplate (There are two types of faceplate in project:
"WP351_Small" has less details but there can be 4 of "WP351_Small" on one screen on
a TP700 comfort panel. "WP351_Large" has more details for state machine but there
can only be 2 "WP351_Large" on one screen on a TP700 comfort panel. Use the
faceplate that suits you needs (the following is shown for both faceplates)

11. Link or re-wire tags in the instant of the faceplate to the new tags

12. Set or changes the array index pointer of each faceplate instance for the first 3 events
from the top.

If it is needed add more screens for faceplates. Pay attention that when the screen is loaded
the screen number is set (for screen navigation control)

a. Remember to set the screen number when the screen is loaded

b. Find screen number of a screen

Set screen number on event “Loaded”
For a correct error reporting, don’t forget to give a name to each scale during
parameterization.

Download to the HMI
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